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About This Game

Sequel to the critically acclaimed, squad-based/real-time tactical combat game, Full Spectrum Warrior: Ten Hammers delivers
the most authentic and realistic infantry combat experience ever. As Squad Leader, coordinate the actions of multiple infantry
squads, leading them through over 12 levels of intense action. Utilize authentic combat tactics to command your squad as you

battle enemies with an explosive arsenal of weapons, high-tech military equipment and new controllable mechanized units. New
advanced squad controls give you more in-depth tactical command over your squad as you lead them through a variety of

realistic combat missions. With all new multiplayer modes, go online and team up with a friend in two player co-op or go head-
to-head with up to eight players through a variety of new adversarial and team-based objective missions.

Innovative gaming experience - Combines intense squad based combat and real-time tactical action, delivering the
most authentic and realistic infantry combat experience ever.
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New Squad Controls - Independently controllable scout & buddy teams, ability to give orders to one team while
controlling another, and ability to enter buildings and position sniper teams.

Advanced reactive enemy AI that reacts realistically to combat situations.

Expansive, non-linear level design  with multiple pathways to accomplish objectives.

New Multiplayer Experience - Full Spectrum Warrior style gameplay with both Co-op and Adversarial (Coalition vs.
Opfor) online multiplayer modes.
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Full spectrum warriors' poop is rainbow colored.. Sequel to the critically acclaimed, squad-based/real-time tactical combat
game, Full Spectrum Warrior: Ten Hammers delivers the most authentic and realistic infantry combat experience ever. As
Squad Leader, coordinate the actions of multiple infantry squads, leading them through over 12 levels of intense action. Utilize
authentic combat tactics to command your squad as you battle enemies with an explosive arsenal of weapons, high-tech military
equipment and new controllable mechanized units. New advanced squad controls give you more in-depth tactical command over
your squad as you lead them through a variety of realistic combat missions. With all new multiplayer modes, go online and team
up with a friend in two player co-op or go head-to-head with up to eight players through a variety of new adversarial and team-
based objective missions.

- Innovative gaming experience - Combines intense squad based combat and real-time tactical action, delivering the most
authentic and realistic infantry combat experience ever.

- New Squad Controls - Independently controllable scout & buddy teams, ability to give orders to one team while controlling
another, and ability to enter buildings and position sniper teams.

- Advanced reactive enemy AI that reacts realistically to combat situations.

- Expansive, non-linear level design with multiple pathways to accomplish objectives.

- New Multiplayer Experience - Full Spectrum Warrior style gameplay with both Co-op and Adversarial (Coalition vs. Opfor)
online multiplayer modes.. realy fun game to play with friend but you do need hamachi to do so

. Well, I just wanna say that this game is a bit of nostlagia to me, so I may be biased. :\/
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With that said, I can say I really like this game, even thou it sometimes makes me wanna throw myself outta tall buildings, yet
still, you won\u00b4t find better on this concept. It gives you somewhat good look at guerila wars today with huge changes from
the first Full Spectrum Warrior. What the first game lacked, the second brings. Soldiers are sometimes acting stupid, but you
just have to slowly learn, trust me. I would still wait a while to buy it on sale, in case the game is not for you.. It's a squad
command game, and if it was the only around in its day then it would have been pretty cool. However, it absolutely does not
stand the test of time. The resoultion isn't *actually* better in this game, because when you set it 1920 it just stretches
everything, and this game is definitely not good enough to "just play through it." Go play the legenary Arma 3. One of the best
games ever. the british soldiers are a bit cheesy but still a good laugh theres no question buy it. Don't play this game if you have
anger management issues.

Good game though.
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The game is ok but I experienced some issues.
I breached a room and I had eliminated all the enemies in the room and then from out of the wall came an enemy it happened a
few times.
Also the enemy can run between cover during live fire and more often than not get hit if I does this I get hit.
I played this and the first one when they came out they are both enjoyable BUT you will need a lot of patience and resolve.
. cant even move this game would have been much better if it were in birds eye view.. You will hate the first few minutes of
game play, the way everything is set up is pretty strange, takes getting used to, not for the angry gamers, definately lol But once
you get it down, its worth 4 dollars. realy fun game to play with friend but you do need hamachi to do so

. Full Spectrum Warrior Ten Hammers, the Seqeul of Full Spectrum Warrior is quite epic.

its a bit hard at some points, but fun and chelleging at others.

i played this game and it's Sequel a long time ago, it was memory that i was able to get back.

this get is quite amazing. dont buy this game
very bad,cannot play mutiplayer. One of the few, if not one of the only, squad command games.
Unlike most "squad" games playing this game is not having an FPS role with useless NPC companions attached to you like those
found Rainbow Six: Vegas or Call Of Duty (series).
Here the squad is you; you have no direct control of firing & the AI on the squad is basic but very effective; it fits the style of
combat as the enemy AI is the same AI.
Your controls are pretty much where to move & which way to fire.
And it works. It work very well.
I haven't found any games where controlling the squad is the point not just there to make you feel as you're "part of the team".
I think the closest I've come is "Door Kickers"; a 2D over view game... which while a good game in it's own right... is not the
same type of game.
Reviews or suggestions that indicate games like ARMA or Mass Effect are similar have it completely wrong.
I would be very happy in pre-ordering a modern remake of FSW:TH as it's one of the best military strategy games available.
9/10 because:
a) it's aged well
b) it's near one of a kind
c) it's significantly refined over the first FSW
d) Maintains a fairly accurate depiction of military tactics (i.e. combat carry of firearms etc.)
e) looses a point because THQ were♥♥♥♥♥♥♥& refused to fix a bug that can delete your saved game randomly
. It brings the old days when I played this on ps2. :D. More controls than Original, but I think that game is quite hard, even on
the lowest difficulty. Try to play couple of levels, but get killed too many times because bad decisions and sometimes I think
that my troops run right to the enemy weapons lines randomly and get killed.

There is many checkpoints, so you won't need to start from begin of the levels, but it is frustrating experience. If you are fan of
the original game or hardcore strategy player. Buy the game, but if you don't have patience then it will frustrated you much.
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